Adventures & Experiences

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

A journey of relaxation, fun and excitement!
Welcome to a place where people from all corners of the world converge – the
United Arab Emirates (UAE).
Rich in cultural heritage and tradition, the UAE has rapidly transformed its empty
desert land into a sought-after holiday destination filled with exciting attractions
and distinctive experiences.
From well-appointed hotel accommodations and thought-provoking sightseeing
tours that showcase the UAE’s natural splendour and intriguing culture to fun-filled
theme parks and desert activities, bargain shopping and luxurious fine dining
experiences – all these have made the country among the hottest places to be in
the world for both leisure and business travellers.

To make your stay as remarkable as you’ve wanted it to be, we at Desert Adventures,
the leading Destination Management Company in the region, have made the most
of what the UAE has in store. Accordingly, we have put together some of the choicest
options that will certainly make every minute of your visit count.
Browse through this guide and learn more about all the fun and excitement that
you most definitely would not want to miss. Make the most of your trip by getting
in touch with our local experts and representatives. We will be more than happy to
assist you in making your stay truly memorable. In the meantime, keep turning the
pages and grab an experience of a lifetime!
Here’s wishing you a pleasant stay.

TRAVEL TOOL KIT

What you need to know
Desert Adventures aims to provide you with a host of opportunities for you to enjoy
every moment of your stay in the UAE. Apart from giving you the choicest collection
of fun and exciting tours and experiences, we have compiled key information that
will certainly help you better understand this wonderful place and its amazing
people. Contact details of vital institutions and authorities are also available to help
make your stay truly pleasant and stress-free.
THE UAE: A TRAVELLER’S PARADISE
Established in 1971, the UAE is a federation of seven emirates – Abu Dhabi, Dubai,
Sharjah, Ajman, Fujairah, Ras al Khaimah and Umm al Quwain. Each one, unique
and rich in tradition, plays a vital role in making the UAE the powerful nation it is
today. From a humble alliance of quiet coastal towns, the UAE has grown into a
formidable union, bustling with commerce, trade and tourism.
Capital: 			
Abu Dhabi
Established: 		
December 2, 1971
Religion: 		
With Islam being the official religion of 		
			
the UAE, equal respect and tolerance is
			
extended to other religions as well.
Language: 			
Arabic is the official language of the UAE.
			
English is used in business and
			
commerce, and is widely spoken and
			understood.
Local Time: 		
+4 GMT
Weekend: 			
Friday and Saturday
Currency: 			
Arab Emirate Dirham (AED)

Exchange rate: 		
Holds constant against the US dollar at
			
US$ 1 = AED 3.66
Credit Cards: 		
Mastercard, Visa, American Express and
			
Diners Club are widely accepted
Telecommunications: 		
du and Etisalat are the country’s telecoms 		
			providers
Internet & WiFi: 		
Data roaming is available (with charges).
			
Free internet through WiFi access is also 		
available in public places like airports, shopping
malls, coffee shops and restaurants. Some hotels
provide guests with free WiFi access.
Getting around: 		
Public transport such as taxis and buses 		
			are available.
Estimated population:		
9.5 million (2014)
Land area: 			
83,600 km²
Emergency numbers:		
Police and Ambulance: 999
			Fire Department: 997
Hospitals:			
Latifa Hospital: +971 4 219 3000
			
American Hospital: +971 4 377 5500
			
Dubai Hospital: +971 4 219 5000
			
Al Baraha Hospital: +971 4 271 0000
			
Rashid Hospital: +971 4 219 2000
			
Welcare Hospital: +971 4 282 9900
			
Lifeline Hospital: +971 4 884 5666
			
Iranian Hospital: +971 4 344 0250
Dubai International Airport:
+971 4 224 5555
Abu Dhabi International Airport: +971 2 575 7500				
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
IN A NUTSHELL: It is important to read
the introduction of every section.
• As you browse through this guide, take
time to read the section introduction to
get a good idea of the tours and
attractions featured. We have seven
sections, marked in bold on this page.
• In every introduction, we have listed
reminders and general policies that apply
to the items in that particular section.
• We have used icons all throughout this
guide. Here are some examples:

• Each section has its own set of icons. You
will find their definitions in the introduction
page.
• All published information are subject to
change without prior notice.

TOP RECOMMENDATIONS

Top recommendations
Crowd favourites, best-sellers.
Is your stay too short? Or, are you simply looking to jump in right
away and indulge in some of the most popular places, activities and
experiences that the UAE has to offer? Well, we have the right stuff
for you.
In this section you will find our top and highly recommended
attractions that will make your stay truly fun yet relaxing, and of
course, memorable. With some customers even coming back for
more, these are no less than our crowd favourites.
But before you get too excited, below are points to take note of as
you browse through this section:
•
The activities and attractions in this section fall under various
categories that you will find in this Excursions Guide.
•
If you wish to find tours and activities similar to a particular item
in this section, refer to the icon on the page.
City Sights
& Insights

Tastes
& Tours

PAGE 17

PAGE 41
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Roadtrips
& Sports
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TOP RECOMMENDATIONS

At The Top, Burj Khalifa

Afternoon Desert Safari

Located on Level 124 of the world’s tallest tower, At The Top, Burj Khalifa
gives you a captivating panorama of Dubai, a view you wouldn’t find
anywhere else in the city.

You have never really been to the Middle East until you’ve done the signature
Desert Safari. Nothing beats a firsthand experience of coasting through the sand
dunes of the great Arabia.

• Enjoy an uninterrupted bird’s eye view of various parts of the city,
from the famous Sheikh Zayed Road and its rows of skyscrapers, the
charming old structures up to the glistening coastal waters.
• The golden sunset is the most magical hour of any day. What more
when you can watch the sun descend below the horizon from a view
so high up in the sky? At The Top’s observation deck is the perfect
spot to view this sunset spectacle.
• As you hop on the lift that will take you to the observatory, you will
be treated to a multimedia presentation that showcases Dubai’s
history and the record-breaking story of the Burj Khalifa.
• Being an essential highlight of every traveller’s UAE itinerary, At The
Top tickets sell out fast. Be sure to secure your slot as soon as you can.

• A luxury 4x4 vehicle will be sent to pick you up from your hotel and
take you straight to the desert.
• Brace yourself for an hour-long, exhilarating dune-bashing
experience.
• Step out of the vehicle and soak in the grandeur of the golden desert
sunset. Remember to take photos.
• Grab the opportunity to ride a camel.
• Feast on a sumptuous BBQ dinner buffet at the authentic Bedouin
camp, where you will also be treated to live cultural entertainment.
• Drop by the henna tattoo painting booth and get inked with a
traditional Arabic design.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 1 hour
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Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 6-7 hours (from an afternoon take-off)
Remarks: See the ‘Into the Desert’ section on Page 29
for details.
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TOP RECOMMENDATIONS

Dubai Top 5
Home to a host of world wonders, Dubai is a captivating city of sights,
sounds and experiences. And when in Dubai, there are FIVE popular spots
you should never—ever—miss.
Your daylong adventure begins at the famous luxury arts and crafts mall
Saga World, where you will be meeting our guides.
• Take your must-have photo at the Jumeirah Beach with the iconic Burj
Al Arab in the background.
• Enjoy a 30-minute cruise on the waters of Dubai Marina, the largest
man-made harbour in the world that surrounds a bustling
cosmopolitan district.
• Watch the tallest choreographed fountain, The Dubai Fountain, burst
into a light, music and water spectacle.
• Luxuriously dine in style at the Armani.
• Savour the rest of the city from up the sky, right at the viewing deck
of the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa.

Days of operation: Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
Duration: 7-8 hours (from an afternoon take-off)
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
Tours available from all emirates.
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Ferrari World
Abu Dhabi is the home of the first and only Ferrari theme park in the
world. Brace yourself for top-class, high-octane rides and attractions that
only a Ferrari can pull off!
• Bring the game face on and prepare to be blasted at 240km/hour on
the world’s fastest rollercoaster, the Formula Rossa.
• Brave up for the highest, craziest rollercoaster loop on earth with the
Flying Aces!
• Race up the Ferrari way with state-of-the-art driving simulators as
those used by the Scuderia Ferrari racing team.
• Unravel the legendary history of Ferrari and see its most iconic cars in
the flesh at the Galleria Ferrari.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day
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TOP RECOMMENDATIONS

Dubai Parks and Resorts

La Perle

Featuring MOTIONGATE™ Dubai, Bollywood Parks™ Dubai, LEGOLAND®
Dubai and LEGOLAND® Water Park, Dubai Parks and Resorts is a magical
mega amusement complex spanning 2.3 million square metres. A
destination you shouldn’t miss!

Boosting Dubai’s theatre scene with state-of-the-art facilities and
performances orchestrated by the phenomenal creative director Franco
Dragone, La Perle promises to wow you with its shows.

Why you should visit Dubai Parks and Resorts:
• With more than 40 LEGO®-themed rides, shows and attractions, kids
and kids at heart are guaranteed to have a blast at LEGOLAND®
Dubai!
• As the only UAE waterpark designed for children aged 2-12 and their
families, LEGOLAND® Water Park features more than 20 water slides
and attractions. Splash and slide to your heart’s delight!
• At MOTIONGATE™ Dubai, you’ll meet the troops of Kung Fu Panda,
Madagascar and Shrek, and wander around the Smurfs’ village. Even
the worlds of Ghostbusters and Hunger Games are up for you to
explore!
• Experience the glitzy town of Bollywood blockbusters at the first-ofits-kind Bollywood Parks™ Dubai.

Why you should see La Perle:
• Its theatre, filled with 2.5 million litres of water and powered by
hydraulic lifts and fountains, sets the stage for spectacular shows you
wouldn’t think were possible.
• With their jaw-dropping aqua and aerial feats, its cast of at least 65
world-class artists are raring to give you performances of a lifetime.
• Over 450 shows are slated every year, all produced under the creative
genius of one of the world’s most revered artistic directors, Franco
Dragone.
• Located in the heart of Al Habtoor City, La Perle is the Great Arabia’s
first permanent theatre show, which alone makes it a must-see
attraction.

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations, the Minifigure and
LEGOLAND are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2017 The LEGO Group.
LEGOLAND is a Merlin Entertainments brand.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day

Days of operation: Depends on show schedules
Duration: Depends on show duration
under 5 years old are not allowed to enter the
Remarks: Children
theatre. Guests under the age of 18 must be accompanied
by an adult. Upon entry, visitors may be asked for an
original ID or passport.
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CITY SIGHTS & INSIGHTS

City Sights & Insights
Discover the UAE one landmark at a time.
All the sight-seeing tours you need to explore the best spots of the
country are here. Now is your chance to marvel at the UAE’s postcardperfect views and majestic structures in all their glory.
As you browse through the sight-seeing tours we offer under this
category, here some important points to remember:
•
•
•
•
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All tours are on sharing/seat-in-coach basis, but private tours
are available upon request.
We have tour guides who speak your language. Feel free to
request one.
Keep in touch with our representatives for any other concerns.
Mind the dress code. We have placed the following icons to
guide you on what you should wear for each tour:

Smart
Casual

No flip-flops
or sneakers

Casual /
Comfortable

No shorts
or jeans

Comfortable
footwear
recommended

Conservative:
Shoulders and kneees
should be covered
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CITY SIGHTS & INSIGHTS

Dubai City Tour

Magical Dubai City Tour

Towering skyscrapers have risen from the sands through the years in the
fast-growing city of Dubai but never has it forgotten its vibrant heritage
and golden traditions.

Add a splash of magic to an already awesome Dubai City Tour, with this
package that includes a fine-dining experience at the iconic Burj Al Arab.

Join our local experts at Bastakiya, one of the oldest neighbourhoods of
Dubai, where your discovery of the city’s well-preserved cultural treasures
shall commence.
• Learn about the 19th-century life in Dubai as you visit the Dubai
Museum and weave through the alleys of the Al Fahidi Historical
District.
• Board an “abra”, a traditional water taxi that ferried the locals through
the years across the Dubai Creek.
• Walk through the gold and spice souks.
• Stop by the city’s most photographed mosque, the Jumeirah Mosque.
• Keep your eyes open all throughout the road trip as you will be
passing by the historic Union House Flag where the UAE forged a
union almost half a century ago.
• Take your must-have photo at the Jumeirah Beach with the iconic Burj
Al Arab in the background.

Days of operation: Daily except Friday (English tour*)
Duration: 4-5 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remark: *Other languages are available on various
days. Contact us for details.
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• Indulge in royal treatment as you have your sumptuous lunch within
the grand premises of the Burj Al Arab.
• The magical lunch comes after a day of going around the city in a
Dubai City Tour, which includes:
*
*
*
*
*
*

A tour of the Al Fahidi Historical District
A visit to the Dubai Museum
Dubai Creek cruise aboard the traditional boat called “abra”
A visit to the gold and spice souks
A photo stop at Jumeirah Mosque
A photo stop at Jumeirah Beach with the Burj Al Arab in the
background

Days of operation: Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
Duration: 7-8 hours (from a morning take-off)
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.

A tour guide is provided only for the half-day City
Tour.
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CITY SIGHTS & INSIGHTS

Modern Dubai Tour
Have a taste of world-class, contemporary lifestyle in Dubai and go
around the glitzy pockets of the city.
Our team will take you on an unforgettable tour of a modern city way
ahead of its time.
• Stroll around The Dubai Mall, one of the world’s largest shopping
malls. You’ll even get the chance to tour its famous Dubai Aquarium
& Underwater Zoo.
• View the city from the deck of the world’s tallest building, the Burj
Khalifa.
• Visit Dubai Marina, a spectacular harbour that weaves through a
cosmopolitan city.
• Observe how everyday life goes on in Dubai as you are driven through
the waterfront neighbourhood of Jumeirah Beach Residence, one of
the much-coveted addresses in the city.
• Make the most of a photo stop at the façade of yet another Dubai
icon, the luxurious Atlantis, The Palm hotel.

Days of operation: Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday
Duration: 5-6 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remark: Tours available from all emirates.
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Modern Dubai Tour
with High Tea at Burj Al Arab
Take the Modern Dubai Tour up a notch with some teatime deluxe at the
seven-star Burj Al Arab.
• Seeing the opulent seven-star hotel from the outside is simply not
enough: Why not cap the day with High Tea right at the Burj Al Arab?
Indulge in lavish culinary delights along with a range of world-class
beverages.
• This comes after a day of going around the city in a Modern Dubai
Tour, which includes:
*
*
*
*

A stop at The Dubai Mall and tour of the Dubai Aquarium &
Underwater Zoo
A ticket to the viewing deck of Burj Khalifa
A leisure tour around Dubai Marina
A photo stop at the façade of the Atlantis, The Palm

Days of operation: Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday
Duration: 7-8 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remarks: A minimum of 2 guests is required.
Tours available from all emirates.
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CITY SIGHTS & INSIGHTS

Abu Dhabi City Tour

Magical Abu Dhabi City Tour

Abu Dhabi, the capital of the UAE, is a gem to discover. Wander around
the city’s cultural landmarks and be mesmerised by the magnificent
skyline it has worked on through the years.

Jazz up your tour of Abu Dhabi with some genuine royal treatment at the
Emirates Palace.

• Stop by Yas Island and take photos at the iconic Ferrari World.
• Sneak a peek into the relaxed modern city life in Abu Dhabi as you
are driven to the heart of the city, along the Corniche.
• Discover the emirate’s past with a visit to Heritage Village, a
reconstruction of a traditional oasis village that features the desert
way of life.
• Marvel at the grandiose Emirates Palace along the way and remember
to take photos.
• Explore the majesty of the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, a palatial
architectural wonder that is one of the world’s largest mosques.

Days of operation: Tuesday and Saturday
Duration: 7-8 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remarks: Contact us for other dress code details. Departs
from Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah and Ajman.
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• Stay a while longer in royal paradise and indulge in Emirates Palace’s
award-winning, world-class cuisine to be served at lunchtime.
• This comes with a day-long Abu Dhabi City Tour, which includes:

*
*
*
*

A photo stop at Ferrari World on Yas Island
A tour along the Abu Dhabi Corniche
A trip to Heritage Village
A visit to the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque

Days of operation: Tuesday and Saturday
Duration: 7-8 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remarks: Contact us for other dress code details. Departs
from Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah and Ajman.
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CITY SIGHTS & INSIGHTS

Al Ain City Tour

Sharjah City Tour

A UNESCO World Heritage site, Al Ain City is a treasure trove of the country’s
history—from its picturesque forts to the home of the beloved founding
father Sheikh Zayed Al Nahyan. Walk through this “Garden City” and learn
how the UAE came to be.

Named by UNESCO as the Cultural Capital of the Arab World, Sharjah has
perfectly kept its core values and heritage intact through the years even
as it moves forward into the modern world.

• See traces of ancient civilisation at Hili Gardens where you will find
archaeological artefacts dating back more than 5,000 years.
• Be the royal family’s guest at Al Ain Palace Museum, an old fortress that
used to be the home of the late ruler Sheikh Zayed Al Nahyan.
• Soak in the tranquility of an oasis lined with date palms and have a
handful of dates picked especially for you.
• Dig deeper into the country’s traditions at the Al Ain National Museum.

Days of operation: Wednesday and Sunday
Duration: 8-9 hours (from a morning take-off)
Remarks: A minimum of four guests is required.
Departs from Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah & Ajman.
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A must for everyone looking to understand Arabian culture in its rawest,
most sacred form, this tour of Sharjah will open up a charming world of
rich traditions for you.
• Stroll around Souq Al Arsah, one of the country’s oldest souks
teeming with authentic local handicraft and precious artefacts.
• Get hold of some of the finest gold jewellery in town, along with
exquisite diamonds, at the popular Souq al Markazi.
• A trip to the fruit and vegetable market and the fascinating fish souk
is also a must.
• Learn how and why Sharjah was named the capital of Islamic culture
with a visit to the Sharjah Museum of Islamic Civilisation.
• Remember to take photos as your coach passes by the Quran
Roundabout, a significant cultural symbol in the emirate.

Days of operation: Sunday
Duration: 4-5 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remarks: A minimum of four guests is required.
Departs from all emirates except Abu Dhabi.
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CITY SIGHTS & INSIGHTS

East Coast Tour

Secrets of Arabia

Embark on a scenic road trip to the east coast of the UAE and see the
modern skyline transform into amber desert slopes and spectacular rock
mountain ranges.

Unravel the best-kept secrets of Arabia by living the locals’ way of life.
Enjoy a cultural immersion designed to whisk you away from the sights
and sounds of a modern cosmopolitan city and bring you to an entirely
different world.

• Wander through the coast lined with small fishing villages, including
the old village of Dibba, a strategic settlement that offers a stunning
view of the Indian Ocean.
• Shop for local crafts, pottery and carpets at the Friday Market.
• Visit the oldest and smallest mosque in the country, the Al Badiyah
Mosque, which was built in the 15th century.
• Drive through the port towns of Khorfakhan and Fujairah, passing by
the ruins of mountain dwellers.
• Marvel at the 300-year-old Fort of Fujairah and the fortress of Bitnah
Oasis.

• .

• Step into a traditional Emirati family home built in 1890 and owned
by Sheikh Ahmed bin Dalmouk, Dubai’s most famous pearl merchant
in the old days.
• Tour the Al Ahmadiya School, the first school of the Emirate where
many members of the ruling family have studied.
• Get to know how the locals of Dubai lived before skyscrapers started
rising. Discover the precious traditions of Emiratis at the Heritage
Village, situated in the historic neighbourhood of Al Shindagha.
• Enjoy an authentic Arabic dinner, complete with traditional delicacies,
at Barjeel Al Arab Restaurant situated in the middle of the heritage
district. (Beverage is not included in the package; consumption shall
be paid for at the venue.)

• .

Days of operation: Wednesday
Duration: 7-8 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remarks: A minimum of four guests is required.
Tours depart from all emirates.
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Days of operation: Available upon request
Duration: 4-5 hours (from an afternoon take-off )
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
Tours depart from all emirates.
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INTO THE DESERT

Into the Desert
Escape the city and explore the endless
paradise of the Great Arabia.
Time for an adventure of a lifetime—a desert adventure amidst the
fabled sand dunes of the UAE. Be the guests of local Bedouins and
get up close and personal with the camels, the Arabian oryx and
falcons. We can even take you beyond the desert as we go all the way
to Oman, past the rugged mountains and canyon landscapes. Let’s
get going, shall we?
Below are some important information you first need to know:
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Desert safari adventures are not recommended for: pregnant
women; people with heart conditions and/or neck and back
problems; children below 6 years old; adults above 65 years
old.
Tour guides are not included, unless stated otherwise.
Items in this section are on sharing/ seat-in-coach basis. Private
tours may be arranged.
Pack light, you will be moving around a lot.
Wear casual, comfortable clothes.
A wrap or jacket is a must during the winter season.
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INTO THE DESERT

Morning Safari

Bedouin Culture Safari

Heritage Safari

Camel Safari

Start your day right by falling in love with the desert in a whole new light. This
morning safari promises to leave you feeling refreshed and all pumped up for the
rest of the day.

Live like a Bedouin nomad for a day and explore a culture that has brought the
desert to life. From hunting traditions to their food and social practices, you will
learn what it takes and how amazing it is to be a Bedu.

Take the vintage route and explore the desert and its rich wildlife on board a
1950s Land Rover.

Ride a camel like a true Bedouin as you embark on a journey across the amber
sand dunes of the desert.

What’s in store for you:
• An hour-long, exhilarating dune-bashing experience
• A photo stop in the desert as you bask in the morning sun
• A chance to try sandboarding
• Camel rides
• Refreshments at the camp site

What’s in store for you:
• A camel ride to a Bedouin camp
• A storytelling session with Bedouins, a falconry show, a chance to get up
close and personal with Arabian hunting dogs and farm animals
• A traditional breakfast spread, along with live cooking stations where guests
can help and learn how to prepare local dishes
• Wildlife spotting at the Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve on board a
legendary 1950s Land Rover

What’s in store for you:
• A ride on a 1950s Land Rover across the desert
• A drive through the pristine Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve where you
will find local exotic wildlife
• A falconry display
• Excellent photo opportunities and cultural entertainment
• An exhibition of traditional Arabic coffee- and bread-making
• A luxury dinner under the desert stars

What’s in store for you:
• A traditional camel journey across the desert
• A photo stop in the desert come sunset hour
• A sumptuous BBQ dinner buffet
• Traditional Emirati entertainment
• A chance to watch authentic local bread-making
• Henna tattoo painting

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 3-4 hours (from a morning take-off )
Remarks: A minimum of four guests is required.
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Days of operation: Daily except Sundays
Duration: 4-5 hours (from a morning take-off )

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 5-6 hours (from an afternoon take-off)
Remarks: Tours depart from Dubai. Additional charges apply
for tours departing from other emirates.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 6-7 hours (from an afternoon take-off)
Remarks: Tours depart from Dubai. Additional charges apply
for tours departing from other emirates.
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INTO THE DESERT

Mleiha Adventures Package

Dune Raiders

Private Falconry Experience

Arabian Village (Abu Dhabi)

Unearth the treasures of the past in a one-of-a-kind heritage tour in Mleiha,
Sharjah, where you will find 65-million-year-old fossils, majestic land formations
and remnants of early Emirati civilisation.

This is the high-octane desert adventure perfect for the thrill-seekers! Drive your
own buggy up and down the rolling desert slopes and brace yourself for an
adrenaline rush like no other!

Why just watch the birds fly when you can fly them yourself? Immerse yourself in
Emirati culture by learning the highly valued local tradition of falconry.

Let luxurious Arabian splendours ramp up your desert safari experience. Marvel
at the glorious views sculpted by a prime desert property in Abu Dhabi.

What’s in store for you:
• A two-hour exploration of the sand dunes, leading to Camel Rock, a unique
rock formation that looks like a camel’s head
• A 4WD climb to Fossil Rock
• A stop at the Valley of Caves, a Stone Age site brimming with age-old fossils
• A guided tour of pre-Islamic archaeological sites

What’s in store for you:
• Your own hired 1500cc buggy complete with safety equipment like helmets,
safety harness and bucket seats
• A proper briefing from the experts to ensure your safety
• Photo stops in the desert
• Unlimited water
• Sandboarding experience

What’s in store for you:
• An interactive session with Banyan Tree Al Wadi’s professional falconer
• A lively discussion of the history behind this desert art that stood the test of
time
• A spectacular falconry display

What’s in store for you:
• An exhilarating dune-bashing adventure
• Camel-riding and sand-boarding
• A visit at the souk
• Henna painting and live cultural entertainment
• A luxurious international barbecue buffet dinner spread

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 5-6 hours (morning / afternoon)
Remarks: Tours depart from Dubai.
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Days of operation:
Duration:
Days of
operation:
Dress
code: Daily
Duration: 3-4 hours (morning / afternoon)
Remarks:
Remarks: Drivers must have a valid license. Contact our
representative for details.

Days of operation:
Duration:
Days of
operation:
Dress
code: Upon request
Duration: 5-6 hours (morning)
Remarks:
Remarks: Available only from 01 October - 15 May.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 5-6 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
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SKY & SEA ESCAPADES

Sky & Sea Escapades
Soak in magnificent wonders from every
angle, at every turn.
When you’re in the UAE, sky is never the limit. Fly up in the air amidst the
clouds and savour the panoramic views of the city.
Just when you think you’ve seen it all from such a fancy flight, our
range of cruises and boat tours will definitely make you think again.
Lean back, relax and enjoy the sea breeze.
Here are a few reminders for the tours you will find in this section:
•
•
•
•
•

All flights are subject to availability and weather conditions.
Remember to bring your passports for certain tours.
Have your swimsuits ready for certain excursions where you
will be given time to swim.
Sunglasses and hats are a must for water activities.
We have used the following icons to guide you in this section:

Bring your
sunglasses
and hat

Passport
is required

Bring your
swimsuit
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Subject to
weather
conditions
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SKY & SEA ESCAPADES

Dubai Seaplane Adventures

Yellow Boat

Helicopter Adventure

Balloon Flight with Falconry

Take your UAE sightseeing adventure to greater heights—literally! Fly on a
seaplane and soak in the panoramic views of the country.

Float in a Yellow Boat on the waters of Dubai peppered with magnificent icons
and awe-inspiring man-made wonders.

Hop on a helicopter and enjoy a spectacular aerial tour of Dubai that’s made for
the movies!

Go up, up and away and fly over the golden desert terrain of the UAE on a hot air
balloon, in the company of falcons gliding their way through the air!

This experience features:
• A nine-seater Cessna Caravan that takes you on a thrilling water take-off and
landing
• A 20 or 40-minute scenic flight that will give you a breath-taking aerial view
of Dubai and its famous icons

This experience features:
• Three guided tour options: A 90-minute, 75-minute or 45-minute tour, all of
which would take you to the icons of Dubai
• Top-of-the-line rigid inflatable crafts powered by the latest generation
engines and manned by a qualified crew
• Photo opportunities all throughout the tour

This experience features:
• A breath-taking helicopter flight across the city’s world-famous landmarks,
such as the Burj Al Arab, The Palm Jumeirah and the Burj Khalifa, as well as
the new and upcoming mega developments in various parts of Dubai
• An option to experience an ultimate aerial night tour of the glistening
cityscape

This experience features:
•
An hour-long hot air balloon flight across the desert
•
A falconry show that you can enjoy 4,000 feet above the ground
•
The chance to spot native wildlife and wandering camels from a bird’s eye view
•
A view of the Hajj Mountains in the East, Dubai’s skyline in the West, and
the giant dunes of the desert
•
A ride on a 1950s Land Rover in the desert, taking you to a Bedouin camp
where a gourmet breakfast will be served

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 20 or 40 minutes
Remark: Tours depart from Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Ras Al
Khaimah.
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Days of operation: Daily
Safety remarks: Women at any stage of pregnancy are not allowed
on board. Children, aged 5-12 years, must weigh
over 15 kilograms to be permitted on board.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 12-22 minutes (depending on the itinerary*)
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
*Contact our representative for itinerary details.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 1-hour flight, subject to weather conditions
Remark: A minimum of two guests is required.
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SKY & SEA ESCAPADES

Abu Dhabi Island Cruise

Musandam - Dibba

Crab Hunting

Fishing

Unfurl the sails and embark on a voyage that takes you across the waters and the
white-sand islands of Abu Dhabi. Make the most of this relaxing opportunity to
enjoy a whiff of sea breeze away from the bustling city.

First, feed your wanderlust with a scenic roadtrip to Oman. The rugged mountains
along the road are but a prelude to the mystifying beauty of nature you’re bound
to discover as you then take a cruise on the waters of Oman.

Are you up for an extraordinary experience by the sea? Enjoy the charms of the
coast at night and go crab hunting with us!

Every day is a good time to fish in the UAE, where the fishing season runs all year
round. Have your share of the best catch of the day!

This experience features:
• A cruise aboard a sailing yacht
• Island stops where you can swim in clear, cool waters and frolic in the sand
of pristine beaches
• Snacks and refreshments all throughout the cruise

This experience features:
• A daylong cruise in Dibba on board a double-decker Omani dhow
• A delectable lunch served with unlimited refreshments and fruits
• Snorkeling opportunities in the cool waters of Oman. Snorkeling gears and
towels will be provided.
• Onboard shower facilities and sound system

This experience features:
• A unique night crab hunting session
• A delectable crab meat feast
• Some time to relax at the clubhouse that features a jacuzzi, a swimming pool
and a bar

This experience features:
• A fishing escapade on the Arabian Gulf, a prime hunting ground for sailfish
of all sizes
• A relaxing opportunity to enjoy a whiff of sea breeze away from the bustling
city
• Hassle-free transfers from Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah and Ajman

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 2-3 hours
Remark: Tours depart from Abu Dhabi.
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Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full day
Remark: A minimum of two guests is required.

Days of operation: Upon request and availability
Duration: 3-4 hours
Remark: Additional costs apply for beverage consumption.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 4 hours
Remark: A minimum of two guests is required.
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TASTES & TOURS

Tastes & Tours
Feed your wanderlust, eat your heart out.
Some say the way to a traveller’s heart is through his stomach. If that is
the case for you, well, you’ve come to the right place. In the UAE, dining
is an experience that is taken seriously.
From lavish traditional buffet spreads to an intimate dinner on a cruise
ship, every gastronomic adventure is one you will remember for the
years to come. We also have some packages that include some Cooking
101 sessions with top-notch chefs from world-class restaurants!
Here are few points to remember:
•
Guests below 21 years old are not allowed in bars and similar
venues that serve alcoholic beverages.
•
Meals are on “food-only“ basis, unless stated otherwise.
•
Beverage consumption shall be paid for at the venue.
•
Here are some icons to guide you in this section:
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Lunch

Dinner

Lunch
or Dinner

Food only;
drinks not
included

Only for guests
aged 21
and above

Dress code:
Smart
Casual

Dress Code:
Casual /
Comfortable

No shorts
or jeans

No
flip-flops /
sneakers
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TASTES & TOURS

Qasr Al Sultan Arabian Dining

Armani Afternoon Tea

Bateaux Dubai Creek Cruise

Dhow Cruise

Live the life of a sultan come dinnertime at Qasr Al Sultan, a new desert-dining
spot that promises a grand showcase of Arabian heritage. Be a royal guest at the
palace for an evening of culture, nature and good food in the land of Arabia.

Go classy with an afternoon tea experience at the swanky Armani / Lounge.
Indulge in a supreme selection of light sandwiches, cakes, and an assortment of
scones served with homemade preserves, along with your choice of coffee or tea.

There are a hundred and one ways to have your meal in Dubai. One of the most
special ones is a fine dining experience on board Bateaux Dubai, a glass-enclosed
dinner cruise boat that travels along the Dubai Creek. With its atmospheric lighting
and elegant vibe, it’s the perfect venue for events and special occasions.

Make time for a magical dinner on a traditional wooden boat, adorned with the
fineries of Arabian culture. Share the evening with your loved ones as you cruise
along Dubai’s popular waterways, giving you views of the city’s landmarks under
the moon-lit sky.

This dinner package features:
• A warm welcome to an Arabic Majlis, with a serving of coffee and dates
• A unique food bazaar for dinner, with live cooking stations
• An exotic experience at The Souk
• Live cultural entertainment featuring belly dancers, dhabka, Arabic singers
and a tanoura show, local folklore and a Bedouin songs show

This tea package features:
• Afternoon tea at Armani / Lounge with a menu that blends English flavours
with Italian inspiration
• Either tea or coffee along with a delectable spread of pastries
• An option to add a glass of bubbly to cap the day

This dinner package features:
• A la carte four-course dinner
• Live entertainment
• An extensive selection of beverages
• Transfers to and from the hotel

This dinner package features:
• A mesmerising cruise along a destination of your choice: the new Dubai
Water Canal, the historic Dubai Creek or the cosmopolitan district of Dubai
Marina
• Delectable dinner, complete with beverages
• Transfers to and from the hotel

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 4 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
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Days of operation: Daily, 3pm - 6pm
Duration: 2 hours
Remarks: Transfers are available at an additional charge.
Extra fees also apply for a glass of bubbly.

Days of operation: Daily (evening)
Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes (8.30pm to 11.00 pm)
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
Departs from Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman & Ras Al Khaimah.

Days of operation: Daily (evening)
Duration: 2 hours
Remarks: Tours depart from Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, and
Ajman.
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TASTES & TOURS

Dinner at Bab Al Shams

Burj Al Arab Dining Experience

Kitchen Mission

Mixology

Live the Arabian fantasy come dinnertime at a five-star property nestled in the
sand dunes of Dubai. Enjoy a delectable dinner buffet at Bab Al Shams’ Al
Hadheerah Restaurant, the region’s first open-air traditional desert restaurant.

Why settle for a photo with the iconic Burj Al Arab when you can enjoy a luxurious
meal within its grandiose premises? Experience the finest Arabian hospitality and
surround yourself with sheer splendour as you dine at this seven-star hotel.

Calling all food lovers and kitchen buffs! Indulge in culinary experiences and 101
lessons brought to you by top-notch chefs at world-famous restaurants in Dubai.

Learn the art of mixing and making signature cocktail drinks straight from expert
bartenders of FAI, a chic lounge in the heart of Downtown Dubai.

This dinner package features:
• Ethnic Arabic cuisine
• Live cooking stations
• Cultural entertainment
• Camel and horse riding opportunity

This dinner package features:
• Top-class Arabic and international cuisine for lunch or dinner
• The perfect opportunity to relax as you soak in the breath-taking views of
the Arabian Gulf
• Transfers to and from the hotel

This experience features:
• A choice of making fresh pasta from scratch or learning the ritual of rolling
the finest sushi
• Cooking classes held at prime restaurant premises, either at Jamie’s Italian at the
Jumeirah Beach Hotel or at Nobu at Atlantis, The Palm
• Provision of all the raw ingredients and kitchen tools, along with a goodie
bag of souvenir items

This experience features:
• A demonstration of the proper techniques in mixing the finest cocktails in
town
• A hands-on experience of trying the techniques yourself
• A taste of the drinks you have made (the best part!)
• Views of the Dubai Fountain and the Burj Khalifa

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 4 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
Tours depart from Dubai, Sharjah and Ajman.
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Days of operation: Daily, upon request
Duration: 2 hours (lunch/dinner)
Remarks: Tours depart from all emirates.

Days of operation: Upon request
Duration: 1-2 hours
Remarks: Nobu classes are done in the afternoon while
Jamie’s Italian classes are held in the morning.

Days of operation: Upon request
Duration: 1-2 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
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ROADTRIPS & SPORTS

Roadtrips & Sports
Dare to do something new.
This section is for anyone up for scenic roadtrips and exciting
off-road adventures. There’s so much more to the UAE than meets
the eye. Those towering skyscrapers and architectural wonders are
but a grand introduction to the country’s best-kept treasures. Canyon
landscapes, rugged mountains and rolling sand dunes on both sides
of the road will certainly take your breath away.
Mind you, these are not your typical roadtrips. Here we have tours
that will let you explore the country on your dream ride: from a
Harley Davidson motorbike to a classy Bentley!
Here are some key information for the tours in this section:
•
Various routes are available for Harley Davidson, city bike and
Bentley tours. You may consult our representatives anytime.
•
Safety equipment are included in tours that require them, such
as in motorbike tours.
•
Age limits are in place for some rough adventures.
•
Here are the icons to guide you in this section:

Safety gear
included
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Tour options
available

License
is required

Passport
is required

Bring your
sunglasses
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ROADTRIPS & SPORTS

World’s Longest Zipline

Harley Davidson Tour

Bentley City Tour

Musandam Roadtrip (4WD)

Get a kick of adrenaline and fly across the sky with Ras Al Khaimah’s recordbreaking zipline!

Zip up that leather jacket and roar off from the bustling cities up to the rock
mountains—on your dream Harley Davidson ride!

Roll around the ritzy city of Dubai in one of the world’s most beloved classic cars,
a vintage Bentley.

Join us in the ultimate roadtrip that crosses the border between the UAE and
Oman. Brace yourself for jaw-dropping sceneries along the way.

Certified by the Guinness Book of World Records as the world’s longest zipline,
the Jebel Jais Flight measures 2.83 kilometres and takes off from the UAE’s
highest mountain peak at 1,680 metres above sea level. As the line spans the
chasm of the Jebel Jais mountain, you are sure to enjoy the majestic views all
around.

This experience features:
• Rental of a Harley Davidson motorbike of your choice; petrol costs are
included
• A guided tour featuring the stunning landscapes and sceneries all throughout
the seven Emirates
• An option to saddle up as a passenger
• A delectable lunch at a swanky hotel or restaurant
• Photo and video documentation

This experience features:
• A tour of Dubai’s iconic landmarks on board a chauffeured 1965 Bentley S3
• City sight-seeing, including the Burj Khalifa, Dubai Marina, Atlantis The
Palm, Burj Al Arab and the Jumeirah Mosque
• Unique photo opportunities with you as a Bentley passenger and the city’s
icons in the background

This experience features:
• Return 4WD transfers from the UAE to Musandam-Dibba in Oman
• An off-road adventure at Wadi Khab Al Shamsi in Musandam
• Lunch at a local restaurant
• Photo stops all throughout the tour and a brief visit to a local camel farm on
the way back to the UAE

Definitely a must-try for adventurers and adrenaline junkies, this experience will
soon be available for booking.
NEW ADVENTURE

Remark: Please get in touch with our representatives to
check for availability during your stay in the UAE.
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Days of operation: Upon request
Duration: 7-8 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
Not suitable for children below 14 years old.

Days of operation: Upon request
Duration: 4-5 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
This tour can be tailored to your preference.

Days of operation: Monday and Wednesday
Duration: 4-5 hours
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
Tours depart from all emirates except Abu Dhabi.
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ROADTRIPS & SPORTS

Pistol & Clay Shooting

Equestrian Centre & Stable Tour

Drive a Ferrari 458 GT

F1™ Racetrack Experience

Whether you’re a sharp shooter or an absolute beginner who has never fired a shot,
Al Forsan International Sports Resort has put up the best facilities for you to enjoy
the art and the sport of marksmanship.

Tailored for both the horse lover and the curious traveller, this tour allows you to
experience the thriving equestrian culture of the country, along with the rich
heritage that comes with it.

The legendary Ferrari 458 GT is now here–and it is ready to make every
motorsport fan’s dream come true.

This experience features:
• A chance for you to master your handgun grip and test your aim at the
resort’s 25 and 50-metre shooting ranges.
• A total of18 sporting clay ranges with a variety of traps and challenges in
various levels

This experience features:
• A tour of the resort’s world-class stable and state-of-the-art facilities
• An opportunity to get up close and personal with champion horses
• A 45-minute guided horse-riding session

Feel the Grand Prix fever and race on the Formula 1™ tracks of the Yas Marina
Circuit!

This experience features:
• A once-in-a-lifetime experience to get behind the wheel of a super race car
and be an F1™ driver for a day
• Captivating views of the Marina, the Ferrari World and the Yas Hotel all
throughout the tour
• A visit to the pit garages and one of the exclusive F1™ Team villas

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 50 shots
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required.
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Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 2 hours
Remarks: A minimum of six guests is required.

This experience features:
• A chance to drive the Ferrari 458 GT at a top speed of 320 km/h as you race
down the longest straight of the Abu Dhabi Formula One® Circuit
• Briefing and debriefing sessions
• A USB with a recording of your performance

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 15-20 minutes
Remark: Drivers must be at least 18 years old.

Days of operation: Daily upon request
Duration: 90 minutes
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YOUR HAPPY PLACE

Your Happy Place
Fantastic fun knows no age.
The UAE is rife with some of the world’s best attractions: amusement
parks, water parks, high-tech virtual reality gaming hub — we have it
all, and more.
You might just find your kind of happy place here, somewhere filled
with all the wonders that will make your heart soar. Perfect for
families, kids and kids at heart, this list of happy spots is diverse and
well curated. From high-octane motorsports and thrill rides to an
educational trip to a nearby forest, you’re spoilt for choice.
Here are a few reminders for this section:
•
We provide only the entrance tickets to the attractions in this
section.
•
Transfers to and from your hotel may be requested at an
additional cost.
•
Child rates apply to various attractions. Every attraction,
however, has its own child policy depending either on age or
height. Consult our representative to know more about the
details.
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YOUR HAPPY PLACE

City Walk | Where the city gets together
Experience Dubai’s dynamic, urban lifestyle in a
destination that has something for everyone: gourmet
dining options, high-end retail shops, grooming and
wellness outlets, cozy cinema lounges, and cool leisure
spaces for kids and the kids at heart.

Hub Zero | For the gamers & the geeks

City Walk is home to three of Dubai’s new popular
attractions designed with the ultimate family fun in
mind. Whether you’re ready for a virtual battle or you
just want a relaxing stroll, this is a place for you.

Green Planet | For the curious & animal lovers

HUB ZERO
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The region’s first immersive gaming theme park,
Hub Zero is every gamer’s paradise. Just imagine the
most famous video games recreated in the real world
and in state-of-the-art virtual reality arenas!

A tropical forest brimming with life smack in the
middle of the city, Green Planet is a bio-dome that
takes you on a nature trip you won’t forget. In this

GREEN PLANET

enchanted jungle, you will be in the company of more
than 3,000 plants and animals. Most of the species,
especially the birds, are freely roaming the dome!

Mattel Play! Town | For the little dreamers
We’re bringing your kids’ favourite TV show characters
to life! At Mattel Play! Town, Barney™, Thomas &
Friends, Angelina Ballerina, Fireman Sam and Bob the
Builder all come together to fire up every child’s
imagination and make their dreams come true!

City Walk and its attractions
are open daily.
Tickets to Hub Zero, Green
Planet and Mattel Play! Town
are sold separately.
Transfers to City Walk are
available upon request and
with additional charges.
Days of operation:
Duration:

MATTEL PLAY! TOWN

©2016 Lyons Partnership, L.P.
©2016 Mattel Inc. All rights reserved 2017
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YOUR HAPPY PLACE

IMG Worlds of Adventure

Yas Waterworld

The world’s largest indoor theme park, IMG Worlds of Adventure gathers
your favourite Marvel superheroes and Cartoon Network characters,
along with a herd of dinosaurs, all in one place!

Inspired by the UAE’s pearl diving heritage, Yas Waterworld has been
drawing crowds of travellers and reaping global accolades for its rides and
slides designed to engage you in non-stop fun under the sun!

Why you should visit IMG Worlds of Adventure:
• Help the Avengers team save the day at the Marvel Adventure Zone!
Spider-Man, the Hulk, Iron Man, Thor and the rest of the gang are out
to give you action-packed adventures.
• No one is ever too old to see the stars of Cartoon Network in a world
they would be sharing with you. We’re talking about the Powerpuff
Girls, Ben10, Lazytown, Adventure Time and so much more!
• Step back into the Jurassic era and hear the dinosaurs roar at the Lost
Valley zone.
• From interactive attractions to retail shops and restaurants, IMG
Boulevard gives that extra kick of fun to make your day.

Why you should visit Yas Waterworld on Yas Island, Abu Dhabi:
• It has more than 40 slides and attractions that will suit your thrill
preferences, from the adrenaline-pumping drops to a laidback cruise
on its lazy rivers.
• Hop on Dawwama, the world’s first and largest hydromagneticpowered six-person tornado waterslide.
• Enjoy a wild ride on Bandit Bomber, the first and longest suspended
rollercoaster in the world.
• Slide down a maze of tunnels of plenty twists and turns at Slither’s
Slides.
• Experience the Emirati history in a unique pearl diving experience in
an underwater tank.
• Catch the waterpark’s Ladies’ Night and Ladies’ Day promos and have
a blast with your girl squad! During these special days, Yas Waterworld
is open exclusively for ladies. Schedules vary, so it is best to get in
touch with our representatives for more details.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day
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Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day
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YOUR HAPPY PLACE

Wild Wadi Waterpark

Wadi Adventures Al Ain

Aquaventure

The Lost Chambers

Situated right in front of the iconic Burj Al Arab and adjacent to the worldfamous Jumeirah Beach Hotel, Wild Wadi Waterpark offers the ultimate aqua fun
for the whole family.

The first man-made whitewater rafting, kayaking and surfing facility in the
Middle East, Wadi Adventure is where watersports enthusiasts can have their
dose of thrill!

Set within the five-star Atlantis, The Palm, and home to some of the world’s most
creative water slides, Aquaventure Waterpark is a perfect destination for a
family’s fun day-out.

Relive the lost world of Atlantis and weave through a maze of elaborately themed
chambers filled with exotic and colourful underwater creatures.

Why you should visit Wild Wadi Waterpark in Jumeirah:
• Enjoy the day and don’t miss any of the 30 fantastic slides and attractions.
• Have some pulse-racing action on the Wipeout Flowrider, the world’s first
barreling wave.
• Splash around Breaker’s Bay, the largest wave pool in the Middle East.

Why you should visit Wadi Adventure in Al Ain:
• It has the world’s longest man-made whitewater channels and the largest
surf pool, perfect for beginners and advanced surfers.
• Conquer the heights with its aerial obstacle course, featuring a two-storey
airpark, a zip line, climbing wall and a giant swing.
• Wade in the family swimming pool, which is heated in winter and cooled in
summer.

Why you should visit Aquaventure Waterpark:
• A host of record-breaking, labyrinthine slides and adventures, such as the
Tower of Poseidon and the Tower of Neptune, will push you to the limit!
• Conquer your fears and take the Leap of Faith, where you will be dropped
down a nine-storey tall slide that leads to a transparent tunnel within a
shark-filled lagoon.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day
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Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day

Why you should visit the The Lost Chambers at Atlantis, The Palm:
• A remarkable array of marine life, long lost artefacts and mysterious scripts
will definitely fill your day with wonder!
• Marvel at over 20 marine exhibits of fresh and seawater species, including
piranhas, moon jellies, sea horses, and so much more.
• Go behind the scenes and discover what it takes to be a marine animal
expert in The Lost Chambers.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: 1-2 hours
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YOUR HAPPY PLACE

Ski Dubai

Dolphinarium

SEGA Republic

Kidzania

Who said you couldn’t make your snow angels and engage your friends in a
snowball battle in Dubai? Head to Ski Dubai and satisfy your longing for a winter
wonderland at any time of the year!

Prepare to be amazed at how graceful a group of dolphins can whirl and twirl in
the waters and how playful seals can sing, juggle and even paint!

With its action-pumped rides and interactive games, SEGA Republic spices up
your shopping trip at The Dubai Mall.

Let the kids be whatever they want to be in the phenomenal kiddie city of
Kidzania that has been sweeping the world by storm.

Why you should see the Dolphin & Seal Extravaganza:
• Catch the 6pm Illusion Show with a master illusionist who will leave you
stumped with his tricks, thrilling escape feats and laser spectacle!
• Leave your seat in the audience and grab the chance to touch, kiss and even
swim with the bottlenose dolphins!

Why you should visit SEGA Republic:
• The 76,000-square-foot indoor theme park features 15 thrilling attractions
and more than 170 games, ranging from cutting-edge motion simulators to
high-tech virtual experiences.
• Swing, spin, twist and turn with the Robotnik ride that flips you 360 degrees
with rapid rotations.
• Slide your way down the tallest, largest indoor slide in the Middle East!

Why you should visit Kidzania at The Dubai Mall:
• Your children can choose from over 80 roles they would want to play—from
police officer to doctor to chef, you name it!
• More than 60 establishments have been built to scale for the young. Indeed,
sky is the limit for fun and new things to learn.
• With Kidzania Dubai’s paved streets, buildings, vehicles and a functioning
economy with its own currency, role-playing has never gotten this real!

Why you should visit Ski Dubai at the Mall of the Emirates:
• The first indoor ski resort in the region, Ski Dubai allows you to ski, go
snowboarding and tobogganing, and do everything else you would during a
snowy winter!
• Meet and play with its resident penguins!
• Winter clothing and ski gears will be provided.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day
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Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Half Day

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day
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YOUR HAPPY PLACE

Saga World
Embark on a voyage of discovery and explore the treasures at Saga World
where vibrant and stimulating experiences awaken your senses. Indulge
in an extravaganza of culture, cuisine, music, fashion and lifestyle.

Hop On - Hop Off

Jebel Jais Picnic

See as many landmarks as you can and jump aboard the signature red doubledecker bus designed to give you the best views of the city!

What do you do when you’re at highest mountain peak of the UAE? Simple,
spread out a picnic mat and eat some good food amidst the magnificent mountain
view—definitely an unforgettable experience with family and friends.

Why you should go for a Hop On-Hop Off Tour:
• The hop-on, hop-off bus tours have five routes and more than 45 stops; your
day is sure to be packed!
• Audio commentaries are available in 13 languages.
• You wouldn’t miss the major attractions as the bus would definitely drive by the
Burj Khalifa, Atlantis the Palm, Dubai Mall, Burj Al Arab, Souk Madinat and the
Gold Souk, among others.

Days of operation: Daily
Duration: Full Day

Why you should go for a picnic at Jebel Jais:
• This experience features a complete picnic spread and set-up, with your
choice of beverage. Choose from champagne, wine and non-alcoholic drinks.
• You’ll fall in love with the destination with the scenic drive up the mountains
alone.
• Make the most of the countless photo opportunities with the best views of
nature.

Days of operation: Daily except Friday
Duration: 4 hours (11:00-15:00, including transfers)
Remarks: A minimum of two guests is required. Remember to bring
your jacket and everything to keep you warm during
winter.
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Why you should visit Saga World:
• Shop for the finest jewellery and watches in town. Precision and
artistry combine to create masterpieces. Exclusive and beautiful, to
be precise Voltaire.
• Be mesmerised by the stunning collections of fashion and art inspired
by both modern trends and a vibrant heritage.
• Make the most of this cultural trip and have a taste of Emirati cuisine,
listen to local music, feel at home and enhance your experience.
Miraj Abu Dhabi
Human quest for excellence gave birth to civilisation itself when life and
beauty of creation was immortalised in art forms. The Museum presents
an exposition of art, traditions, lifestyle and culture of the people of the
Islamic Empire.

Days of operation: Daily | 9:00 - 19:00
Remarks: Conservative clothing is required; shoulders and
knees must be covered. No smoking. No pets
allowed. Public display of affection is prohibited.
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@MEG

DUBAI, UAE (HEAD OFFICE)

ABU DHABI, UAE

P.O. Box 25488 Dubai
3rd Floor, Al Barsha Boutique Bldg.
Al Barsha 1
T +971 4 45 04 450
F +971 4 45 04 451
info@desertadventures.ae

P.O. Box 45377 Abu Dhabi
1st floor, Al Raha Beach Hotel
T +971 2 55 66 155
F +971 2 55 66 955
info@desertadventures.ae

MUSCAT, OMAN

P.O. Box 3688 Amman
Office 503
Bassam Abbasi Bldg. 142
Mecca Street
T +962 6 55 11 755
F +962 6 55 11 781
info.jordan@desertadventures.com

AMMAN, JORDAN
P.O. Box 809 Muscat
Way 3054, Villa 4321
Al Khawair, Shatti Al Qurum, Al Sarooj St
T +968 24 69 1300
F +968 24 60 1300
info.oman@desertadventures.com

